
GAMAalumínium s.r.o.

 ISO 9001,  14001 and 45001 certified.

manufactoring-sales company



INTRODUCTION

Our company has been operating at Slovak market since 2002. The main
production programme includes machining and sale of aluminium heatsinks
and profiles, that are used mainly in electrotechnical industry in Slovakia and
abroad as well. We specialize in heatsink manufacturing and also standard
manufacturing of customer´s aluminium products using the modern CNC
machines. 
To satisfy the exact requirements of our customers we offer a complex service
from design, a wide range of machinig options to surface treatment, and that
is provided all under one roof. 
We use modern CNC machines, sawing machines and equipment for the
electrochemical surface treatment-anodization. Thanks to modern
technologies, innovations, experiences and close cooperation with our
customers we are able to offer products and services in the best quality and
that represents one of the main aims of the heading of our company. In 2019
we purchased a new 3D coordinate measuring machine Hexagon Global Classic,
that acknowledges the quality of our work. 
 In last years we have extended our offer by the production of LED lights GAMA
HALL and GAMA STREET, that were designed by our technics and constructers. 
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PRODUCTION
TECHNOLOGIES

Our plant has ten machining CNC centres where mil l ing,  dri l l ing and
threading of complex shapes can be carried out.
The CNC portfol io consists of eight 3-axis  and two 4-axis machines.
The aluminium welding is being realized by the modern technology -
friction stir welding (FSW) .

HURCO DOOSAN
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Only the newest software technologies are used for CNC programming to al low
the production of even more diff icult and complex shapes.



CNC CENTRES
SPECIFICATIONS 

HURCO VMX
10i

HURCO VMX
24i

HURCO VMX
30i

HURCO VMX
42i 

DOOSAN DNM
500 - 2x

DOOSAN DNM
6700 - 2x

DOOSAN DNM
4500 -2x

CNC
MACHINE
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TABLE
 

[mm]

MAX.
MOVEMENT

[x,y,z]

POWER 
 

[kW]

SPINDLE
SPEED
[min-1]

AXES
 

[-]

762 x 406 660/406/508 11,2 10 000 3

760 x 406 610/510/510 9 12 000 3

1020 x 510 760/510/610 13,5 12 000 3

1270 x 610 1067/610/610 18 12 000 3

1200 x 540 1020/540/510 15 12 000 4

1500 x 670 1300/670/625 15 12 000 3

1000 x 450 800/450/510 11 12 000 3



QUALITY 
CONTROL 

Measuring range:
X          700 mm
Y         1000 mm
Z          700 mm

Measuring probe:
 Touch HP-THD 

Measuring accuracy:
2,2 + L/250 µm

Measurnig software:
PC-DMIS CAD++

 
For more information regarding 3D measurement please contact our qualified employees.
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The quality policy of our company is focused on customer´s satisfaction
based on delivering the product according to customer´s requirements in
time. To control the quality of the products we use the coordinate
measuring machine by Hexagon to perform accurate measuring as a quality
proof of our products.

Technical specification:
 

"The quality is when the customer comes back, not the product." 



GAMAalumínium s.r.o.
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Corporate video
https://youtu.be/8yMH80YBsMI


